Email and Online Interactive Communication – Is it really an effective tool for teaching?
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ABSTRACT

Higher education has entered an information age in which power comes to those who have information and know how to access it. However, as more and more classes rely upon the integration of these technologies in classroom activities and assignments, instructors have discovered a pedagogical bonus – more frequent communication from the students using electronic mail (Email). However, with the use of these new electronically enhanced tools comes the need for assessment. Teachers who use electronic communication tools in distance learning programs want to know how effective these tools are in terms of student outcomes. Additionally, administrators want to know if the cost of the new technologies is justified in terms of student learning.
Email & Online Interactive Communication

Introduction

The use of technology, and especially the use of telecommunications tools, has begun to change the face of education. As college classrooms begin to employ the latest technologies, both student-professor and student-student interactions can be extended and enhanced (Karayan & Crowe, 1997). According to Pardee (1997), "communication technology can serve as an extension of traditional classroom instruction." Pardee (1997) further states that use of an electronic news group or electronic discussion group has many benefits over the traditional forms of classroom discussion, citing convenience, depth of commitment, and exam preparation among these benefits.

Berge and Collins (1995) note, "We have entered an information age in which power comes to those who have information and know how to access it" (p. 4-5). According to Berge and Collins (1995) students recognize the importance of gaining competence with online communications for workplace preparation. However, as more and more classes rely upon the integration of these technologies in classroom activities and assignments, instructors have discovered a pedagogical bonus – more frequent communication from the students using electronic mail (Email).

Presently, in online learning environments such as distance learning programs and technically enhanced traditional classrooms, educational institutions have adopted different modes of communication. Many institutions of higher learning have been able to develop and support Multi-User Domains (MUDs) for collaborative classroom activities. Other institutions have developed distance learning courses using instructional television (ITV) classrooms, telecourses, and talking head presentations on the Web (Boettcher, 1998). Still more educational institutions, facing budgetary or scheduling constraints, may rely upon institutional laboratories where students can access the Internet via the World Wide Web (Web) and an Email system to gain valuable experience with these technologies (Oppenheimer, 1997).

Since, the Web is
still a relatively new environment for teaching and learning at a distance, faculty teaching and communicating online in various distance learning programs are still learning from their experiences. This new environment has prompted researchers to explore the possible effect of computer-mediated communication on pedagogy (Griffin & Anderton-Lewis, 1998). The early findings of communication patterns in online, distance learning courses appear to be more divergent than the traditional classroom communication patterns (Boettcher, 1998).

The Need for Quality Communication

In a qualitative study conducted by Babko (1998) regarding the preference of teachers to instruct in distance learning courses, a problem concerning communication was uncovered. The crux of the communication problem according to Babko’s research (1998) is the quality of professor/student and student/student interaction.

Students expect educational experiences to be delivered through a variety of high-tech modes, but they also have come to expect personalized, high-touch access to services, instructors, and their classmates (Fulkerth, 1998). According to Gibson & Rutherford (1998) traditional classrooms allow for communication and interactions, with good use being made of all the skills and knowledge the students may already have. However, many forms of distance education do not allow any exchanges between the students and many Web based learning systems are also set up to miss out even though the Internet provides a great opportunity to include everyone.

Also, studies indicate that it is very important to include electronic communication tools into Distance Learning programs that promote and implement good student and faculty, and student to student interaction. Without a good plan and the proper use of electronic communication tools, much interaction and learning experiences can be lost (Gibson & Rutherford, 1998).

Even with a good plan for the proper use of electronic communication tools, without the proper training or experience on the faculty members part,
interactive communication can fail. Babko (1998) concluded that many instructors who try to build interaction into distance delivery courses often find it frustrating. One professor in Babko's (1998) study tried to include interaction into his course, but decided not to continue with it. This professor used the example of the audio bridge. "I never met those people. I had no idea of their background whatsoever. They were just voices on the radio, on the telephone... there was very little I could get for a discussion a lot of times. I would use my discussion techniques, but then, everybody was reticent to answer. It wasn't like a regular class where you could walk around and say 'okay, now let's see, what do you have to say? There were times when I did just do down the roll and call on somebody. But, they were now on the telephone in front of all the rest of the members of the class that they've never seen. They were not at ease" (Babko, P.H., 1998, p. 60).

Another professor in Babko's (1998) study explained that in his teaching style he presented concepts and required students to give feedback using "dialogue as to what this means and how it can be used and applied." He explained that, in his face-to-face classroom, "This certainly enhances the course. We're missing a lot of that on-line. That needs to be brought back in." He has identified limited interaction as a weakness in his own first attempt at distance education delivery (Babko, P.H., 1998, p. 60).

The Need for Investigative Research

Does access to online communications encourage students to contact instructors for help? Chizmar and Williams (1996) conclude that it does. Does this technology encourage active learning? Studies by Chizmar and Williams, Canagarajah (1997), and Manrique and Gardiner (1995) demonstrate that it can. Does computer-mediated communication between students and instructors alter the formal boundaries of the relationship between them? Chizmar and Williams (1996) argue that it has "a great
social leveling or equalizing effect." Does the informality of Email contribute to the perception of the instructor as facilitator? Berge and Collins (1995) note, "No longer perceived as the sole experts and information providers, teachers become facilitators and guides" (p. 6).

Might this mean that the faculty member spends more course time listening and reflecting back on thoughtful questions and confused comments? Is it possible to use this new environment to do what teachers have always wanted to do, but have been constrained by the classroom? Can this space be used to support rigorous intellectual relationships between faculty and students? As more expertise is gathered in this new teaching and learning space, might it not be true that the online course experiences are more satisfying for both teachers and students? Anecdotal evidence suggests that students feel closer to faculty and to their fellow students in online courses. Why might this be so? Are more truly intellectual conversations taking place when the faculty assumes more of a balanced talking and listening role (Boettcher, 1998)?

The Significance of Interactive Electronic Communication

One of the significant skills gained through college education is that of being able to write coherently for the purpose of communication. Electronic discussion and communication tools for distance learning programs are excellent tools through which these skills develop in a natural, non-threatening atmosphere. The quality of responses to the discussion improves because participants have enough time to think, process and fine-tune their ideas (Karayan & Crowe, 1997).

Electronic discussion tools also provide convenient interaction; students and teacher respond according to their time schedule. They are not rushed to produce "an answer" on the spot, as they are when in a traditional classroom situation. Students and teachers can respond and intellectually contribute when they are most alert. Some people function better in the mornings and some
function better in the evenings. Thus the electronic communications can provide an experience in distance education that is unconstrained by time and place. (Karayan & Crowe, 1997).

In a study by Griffin & Anderton-Lewis (1998), 138 business communications students were studies to determine the communicative effects of Email interaction between teacher and students. In their findings, it was noted that more than 89% of the students reported using Email for exchanges outside required course work. Additionally, Griffin & Anderton further concluded that the students' comfort level with their instructors, evidenced by the informal conversational diction and requests for help, suggested that Email did contribute to a social leveling that allowed instructors to be seen more in the role of facilitators. (Griffin & Anderton-Lewis, 1998).

One clear example of the possible increase in student/teacher interaction in distance learning courses can be seen at Montgomery College in Texas. The College has adopted the software application entitled CyberClass from HyperGraphics Corporation. This innovative software application has been adopted by many schools across the country and provides an Internet-based learning environment that allows instructors to post on the Internet syllabi, assignments, tests, and hot links without ever having to learn HyperText Mark-up Language (HTML). One instructor at Montgomery College in Texas claims that CyberClass has enhanced his course by allowing him to become more of a mentor and guide to his students. A Computer Information Systems Instructor from Montgomery College states; "The students are given responsibility and accountability for their studies. The Web provides me with feedback from the students and this further guides the mentor/learner experience." Additionally, his students report that they actually work closer together in CyberClass' classroom than in traditional classrooms and they claim that it has actually enhanced their learning experience. This increased collaboration and interaction is especially seen in the group project assignment. The instructor reports that CyberClass increases collaboration,
interaction and problem-solving in groups because there is a central location to post syllabi, tests, assignments, messaging, audio conferencing, text chat (Case Studies, 1998).

Students at Westminster College in Salt Lake City have used the World Wide Web to collaborate with students from University of California -- Santa Barbara for research projects. This is an excellent example of how the Internet brings university students together to share data online (Case Studies, 1997). This type of sharing online indicates a possible pattern of collaborative communications that stems from the opportunity to use the Internet for interaction and teamwork. Improving technologies make distance collaboration easier and more desirable. Learning to collaborate on the Web can greatly expand the student’s learning experiences. Since many of Westminster’s students commute or take classes part time, they benefit from having Web access around the clock and on their own time for interactive research and communication (Case Studies, 1997).

At the University of Connecticut a beta test site for Compaq Computer’s Compaq Networked Multimedia Solution (CNMM), which is an innovative product that lets educators connect with elementary school students in real time, teachers-to-be can communicate with kindergarteners through sixth grade students at Natchaug Elementary school in Willimantic, Connecticut. The teachers-in-training observe and communicate with elementary school classes using a video link and the Web. According to Sue Collins, director of education at Compac Computer Corporation, CNMM lets students and teachers communicate, collaborate, and interact with each other and with experts such as a university professor, a field researcher, or a scientist, in a realtime learning environment that eliminates academic and geographic barriers. Live interaction with researchers and current events brings the classroom one notch closer to personal experience and allows the teachers-to-be and the students to bond (Technology across the curriculum, 1997).

In a study conducted by Karayan & Crowe (1997) on student perceptions of electronic discussion
groups indicated that electronic communication formats increased student-to-student interaction. This indication suggests that the instructor begins to act more as a facilitator of the learning process than as a director of learning when using electronic communication formats. Additionally, their research on student perceptions of the use of electronic discussion groups provided insight into the changed behaviors of participating students. These favorable results should encourage other faculty at the institution and elsewhere to include electronic discussions as an integral part of teaching in particular and the teaching-learning process in general (Karavan & Crowe, 1997).

However, according to Boettcher (1997), faculty who are employing Email communications with students find that online communications have many problems and inherent difficulties. One example is the variety in computer knowledge and usage among the students. Some distance learning students will be able to communicate via electronic mail and contribute to WebBoards or lists immediately, while less experienced students could take weeks in overcoming technical difficulties and technical comprehension problems and communicate electronically.

The Barriers and Issues in using Electronic Communication

Time is a major barrier in distance learning courses and in the online learning environment in general. Faculty members spend much more time with online courses than in the traditional classroom. We have a scattered amount of anecdotal evidence that faculty spend not only more time with online courses than with campus courses, but that they spend significantly more time with their sections of online courses.

In a Web posting from November 11, 1996, L. Estabrook, the Dean of a Graduate School of Library and Information Sciences at the University of Illinois noted that a faculty-student conversation during a class break could take 30 seconds while that same information might take 2–3 minutes to exchange in an Email. There also appear to be differences from one faculty to another. In the same Web posting from November 11, 1996, Estabrook noted that online
teaching can be "significantly more time-intensive" for one faculty member than another. Faculty do everything they have been doing in the traditional classroom plus all the personal communication with the students online. And, it all being done with new tools and increased expectations. Now that faculty can communicate with students at anytime and anywhere, the expectation is that the faculty member it is always there. Consider how incensed or unsatisfactory students would be if their online faculty member said, "I'm sorry, but I only answer students' Email on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 3 and 4 p.m." But, faculty can and should set some rules about when they are available and the expected response time (Boettcher, 1998).

Is it known how much time faculty members spend with their students? The answer is no because there have not been enough conclusive studies to know. One useful approach to measuring the amount of time faculty are spending on student and course communication suggested by Boettcher (1998) is to try to estimate the amount of time that a given faculty subject spends with each student over the course of a semester. Early estimates—about 2 hours per student, including student testing and evaluations but not lectures or preparations—have been rejected by some faculty. Frank Jewett of the Cal State System Office did a presentation on this topic at the Syllabus meeting at Cal State Poly at Pomona in March, 1998. Jewett noted that although the 2-hour per student figure is rejected, sometimes vigorously, that if one calculates the number of hours per week in a semester, divides by the number of hours available for student interaction, and then by the number of students, that it becomes apparent that two hours is about right. It is simply not possible to spend much more time than that. Many professors feel that they need or should spend more than two hours per student, but there are simply not enough hours in a semester to do so. It is no wonder that faculty often feel stressed by the demands of online teaching, student communications, and student evaluations (Boettcher, 1998).

A major issue concerning interactive communication in most online learning
environments is the new communication patterns that are developing (Boettcher, 1998). For example, in the traditional classroom there are well-defined and established patterns of communication. The most accepted pattern of communication is primarily from the faculty to the students and from the students back to the faculty. This is a very efficient model of communication. The teacher is speaking to 25-30 students at the same time, and their eyes and body language communicates the likelihood that they are listening (or not) and understanding (or not). In this environment it is often assumed that the faculty member is the one and only expert. The established teaching paradigm is the faculty member as the lecturer—dispensing information to the students. And instructional television (ITV) classrooms, telecourses, and talking head presentations on the Web reinforce this model of knowledge flowing in one direction. However, in the online environment the lines of communication are more divergent. In the online classroom environment there are fully linked networks of communication lines—threads between all the members of the Web course community and between multiple groups as well. This network pattern of communications between faculty and students and between and among students and groups of students creates a powerful tool for inviting and supporting student involvement. It is suggested that in these online networks, students are more likely to contribute their experiences, share their insights, and frame thoughtful, reflective questions. If students are more likely to contribute in this online environment, then the course experience—creating a knowledge community among the student group and a knowledge base within each individual—springs from many more seeds. Expertise can come from many directions, thus enriching the learning experience. However, in this highly interactive, contributory environment, confusion could be more prevalent as well (Boettcher, 1998).

Additionally, according to Boettcher’s (1998) research, instructors and universities are gradually learning that a Web course is not just a “class” (as in classroom) on the Web.
The Web is truly a different environment. In the online environment the lines of communication are more divergent than in the traditional classroom. Boettcher (1998) concluded that research was needed to understand interactive communication and the expectations of what students have for interaction with faculty in a distance learning course experience.

The Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunication (WCET) (1999) support Boettcher's (1998) conclusion in a recent project they conducted. The WCET's project resulted in the development of a set of Principles of Good Practice for Electronically Offered Academic Degree and Certificate Programs. These principles were also adopted and enhanced by the board setting up the new Southern Regional Electronic Campus (SREC) (1999). Under the section on "Curriculum and Instruction" is stated the following: "The course provides for appropriate interaction between faculty and students among students." (p.24). Then the "Faculty Support" section of the principles from the SREC, follows with: "The program or course provides adequate equipment, software, and communications to faculty for interaction with students, institutions, and other faculty." Similar statements are part of the quality standards issued by the Norwegian Association of Distance Education (NADE, 1999). Section 10 on "Course Delivery" includes standards such as: "... real two-way remote communication must occur to a considerable extent." (10.1.2) and "... teachers' tasks should include real teaching and guidance of the students in a way that takes care of the individual student's needs." (10.2.1) (NADE, 1999).

Another issue in which student teacher communication is important in online learning environments is in the student's perceived instructional immediacy. Teacher immediacy has received a great deal of attention in the instructional communication literature. Originally conceptualized as teacher nonverbal behaviors that either increase or decrease the degree of psychological distance between teacher and students (Andersen, 1979), immediacy was later refined to include teacher verbal behaviors (Gorham,
Nonverbal behaviors include teacher use of eye contact, body position, gestures, facial expression, touch, space, and vocal qualities (Andersen, 1979; Richmond, Gorham, & McCroskey, 1987). Verbal behaviors include teacher use of student names, questions, feedback, praise, and humor (Gorham, 1988), among other behaviors. Together, it has been established that instructor use of nonverbal and verbal immediacy has an effect on students, most notably in the areas of student affective learning (Andersen, 1979; Christensen & Menzel, 1998; Christophel, 1990; Gorham, 1988; Plax, Kearney, McCroskey, & Richmond, 1986), behavioral learning (Christensen & Menzel, 1998), and perceived cognitive learning (Christophel, 1990; Gorham, 1988; Jordan & Merkel, 1994; Richmond et al., 1987). Instructor immediacy has also been associated with perceptions of instructor clarity (Powell & Harville, 1990), instructor use of humor (Gorham & Christophel, 1990), instructor socio-communicative style (Thomas, Richmond, & McCroskey, 1994), instructor effectiveness (Gorham & Zakahi, 1990; Moore, Masterson, Christophel, & Shea, 1996), student motivation (Christensen & Menzel, 1998; Christophel & Gorham, 1995; Frymier, 1993, 1994), and student learner empowerment (Frymier, Shulman, & Houser, 1996). However, these studies have been conducted within conventional classroom settings, and researchers have devoted little attention to the instruction or communication taking place in the distance learning classroom (Freitas, Meyers, & Avtgis, 1998).

Conclusions

The incorporation of electronic communication like Email and the Internet into learning environments, especially in distance learning courses can complement textbooks, videotaped class lectures, and interactive projects. Additionally, most traditional textbooks, mostly used in distance learning courses, necessitate and encourage more contact and more incidental computer-mediated communication (CMC) between students and instructors (Hartman, et al., 1995). Additionally, even business instructors, according to Berge and Collins (1995), recognize
the need to assure their students' competence and confidence in the use of the most basic online communication tools they will see in business: Email and the Internet.

However, with the use of these new electronically enhanced tools comes the need for assessment. Teachers who use electronic communication tools in distance learning programs want to know how effective these tools are in terms of student outcomes. Additionally, administrators want to know if the cost of the new technologies is justified in terms of student learning (Karayan & Crowe, 1997).
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